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Foreword to the GCF-series

 I wrote my first article on a guitar maker at 
19, shortly after having passed – with clueless self-
confidence resulting in modest grades – the German 
Abitur. a few years prior, I had visited the workshop 
of instrument maker Carlos Gonzalez at the siege 
of the Société française du Luth in Paris. But I really 
got acquainted with a guitar maker only a couple of 
years later in what was then my home region, the 
“Münsterland”, in the north-east of Germany. 
Driven by curiosity rather than true purpose, I visited 
Klaus Doll in his little shop in Burgsteinfurt. Doll 
was a kind man, with checkered shirts sitting tight 
over a small belly and a full beard barely hiding his 
cheeky smile. I did not have the means to order a 
hand-made instrument – not even from him, who 
worked swiftly and for comparatively little money. 
But we stayed in touch.

Some years later, although I had meanwhile mus-
tered up a firm intention to become a guitar maker 
myself, I applied for an internship at a regional maga-
zine. It was one of those countless activist papers that 
disappeared with the rise of the internet, typical for 
the raffish, yet slightly obnoxious spirit that roamed 
about the ranks of German youth in the years around 
the Mauerfall. 
after one or two small pieces published in the news 
section, I offered to write a more substantial one for 
the double-page portrait section. and so it came that, 
against the will of a few staff members rubbing their 
noses at the idea of a craftsman (who looked exactly 
the part) made centrefold figure, Klaus Doll was in. 
and so was I.

Klaus died far too young. I have a couple of fond 
memories of him and, of course, a copy of the maga-
zine’s issue with his portrait in it and my name at the 

end of it. Little did I know back then, that I would 
indeed become a guitar maker and continue writing. I 
certainly owe Klaus Doll on both counts.

Why tell this now? Because some thirty years later, 
I have written articles relating to the guitar and its 
makers for Les Cahiers de la Guitare (under a pseudo-
nym), Il Fronimo and Orfeo, signed a few entries in 
the second edition of the Grove Dictionary of Musi-
cal Instruments, created a micro-publishing house 
(Les Éditions des Robins), published three books of 
which I co-signed two as author, issued one music 
edition and published a good number of articles, 
some of which I also signed. Of course, none of this 
would have happened without the trust and help of 
the persons I have so far collaborated with, includ-
ing (in chronological order) Stefan Hackl, Pascal 
Mougin, Simon Palmer, Lena Kokkaliari, Laurence 
Libin, Bruno and Catherine Marlat, Jadran Jeić and 
Robert Coldwell. 

Having gone through the ordeal of manufacture, trans-
portation and distribution of three stubbornly over-
sized books in a row, I see the benefit of nonmaterial 
(and free) publications very clearly. But being obsessed 
with form and coherency as I am, I lately became 
somewhat uncomfortable with what might appear like 
aligning random beads... 
I was missing a thread. also, I am a sucker for strong 
titles and play of words. and this is how The Guitar 
Case-Files is born; a series of occasional articles about 
some of the many mysteries to be encountered in the 
world of the guitar, its makers and its music.

The idea is to expose and possibly (though not likely) 
solve some of said mysteries, to open new doors or to 
engage some that have been left open for far too long. 
While certain topics benefit greatly from the efforts 
that come with researching a good book, others are 
best treated in a couple of dozen pages. First and fore-



most, they need to get out there, get things rolling 
and inspire further research. I have half a dozen of 
topics in stock that fit the profile. 

But then, the whole point of 
this series is also to invite other 
authors and help them publish 
pieces of research that may be 
too specific even for the spe-
cialised press. One of the many 
advantages of a non-paper 
form is that there are no lim-
itations of space, no barrier of 
language (if needed, an article 
can be translated into English 
or be published in both the 
original language and English) 
and no major financial issues 
to deal with.

In the meanwhile, I hope you 
will enjoy the first issue of The 
Guitar Case-Files, titled “In 
another antonio’s Shadow”. 
While there is a very personal 
angle to it, I believe it also 
raises a fundamental question: 
how does the selective mem-
ory of the collective mind 
actually work?

While I would not venture 
to propose an answer to this 
question, I certainly hope that 
this paper on the mysterious 
Don antonio will find your 
interest and possibly inspire 
even more questions. 

Erik Pierre Hofmann

n Portrait of Klaus Doll (photograph: 
Oliver Falk) in Stadblatt Münster 
Magazin, no.3, March 1992, p.14.



1. Corpus Delicti

 The instrument in question was acquired in 
Spain in 2018. There was no further information on 
it available, other than that which it provided itself. In 
the usual location inside, a small hand-written label – 
the delicate hand suggesting an excellent education – 
says this:

“Antonio Carracedo / Madrid 1860 ”

at this point, let us hold on for a moment and remem-
ber that a guitar built in 1860 was contemporary with 
the early work of antonio de Torres (the highest opus 
number in Romanillos’ catalogue attributed to a guitar 
from that year being FE 13) 2. The Romantic Era had 
not been especially propitious for the guitar in Spain; 
both the late adoption of single strings and the exile 
of some of the instrument's main advocates took their 
toll. But during post-romanticism, guitar-making in 
Spain knew a creative uplift and even took a stance 
opposite to the developments in the rest of Europe. 
In this respect, antonio de Torres was very much a 
child of his time. To point that out is by no means 
diminishing his talent or even genius. Yet, some cen-
tury and a half later, it is quite odd to believe and 
propagate that he may have been the only relevant 
representative of his craft.

as I first discovered Carracedos' guitar, the original 
design and quality of craftsmanship struck me. The 
outline resembles no other, and while the overall size 
is not yet that of a modern classical guitar, it is a huge 
instrument. It features a very deep body, as well as a 
considerable vibrating string length (see p. 7). 
While the overall condition of the instrument was 
quite good (with the exception of an unfortunate, irre-
versible repair of the heel), the rectangular bridge with 
pyramid-profiled ends left me wondering [fig. 2, 4]. 

Introduction

 a free market needs champion products. Long-
deceased manufacturers are turned into larger-than-
life icons and make for great sales pitches. all spot-
lights head in the same direction. While customers 
follow the light, some of the better painters, poets, 
composers and craftsmen wither in the shade.
So it goes that today, everyone interested in the clas-
sical guitar knows the name of antonio de Torres – 
and values a guitar made by him at the price of a fam-
ily home. Little does it matter that Torres’ career was 
everything but a joyride, and business ever fragile.1 
If anything, it helps building the myth. 
and yet, true genius is not something that can be 
summed up in a catchy headline. It is complicated by 
nature and partly eludes us. To speak of antonio de 
Torres as the genius who invented the modern guitar, 
does not do him nor his contemporaries justice. But 
it certainly serves a purpose.
 
I will gladly admit though that I have been fascinated 
myself by those of Torres’ guitars that I have been 
lucky enough to encounter. as an experienced maker 
and restorer who tries to keep a cool mind, I am well 
aware that a guitar is mainly a large number of pieces of 
wood glued together. While the specific way in which 
that is done may, or may not, encapsulate the ideas 
of a particular craftsman, in a nutshell, that is what a 
guitar is. and yet, every once in a while, an instrument 
comes along that seems to have a little extra.

In 2021, a customer and friend brought me a Span-
ish guitar which turned out to have exactly that: a 
little extra. While the instrument, as we shall see, is 
highly interesting in its own right, the human being 
that made it is interesting all the same; for he turned 
out to be the perfect example of a very inspired crafts-
man doomed to wither in the shade.
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n Soundboard and rose details of a guitar made 
by antonio Carracedo, Madrid 1860 [also see 
fig. 2-7]. Private collection, France.

Fig.1
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n Three full views and the hand written label of a guitar made by antonio Car-
racedo, Madrid 1860. The bridge, although it should not be dismissed hastily, 
is likely not to be original. The pegs are modern patented pegs, which I put in 
place because the original ones were missing, and no model of an original peg as 
used by Carrecedo to be found. The back and sides of the instrument are made 
of solid Brazilian rosewood (dalbergia nigra). Private collection, France. 

Fig.4

Fig.5

Specifications

Total length   : 961 mm
Body length   : 467 mm
Body width (shoulders) : 229 mm
Body width (waist)  : 189 mm
Body width (hips)  : 328 mm
Body depths    : 96 to 108 mm
Vibrating string length  : 662 mm
Width of neck at the head nut : 50,5 mm
String spacing at the bridge : 57,5 mm
Weight    : 1.190 g



On first encounter, I was very far from imagining the 
questions this bridge in particular was about to raise 
(see chapter 5).

Close examination revealed even more surprises. 
First of all, the instrument is x-braced. Of course, it 
is posterior to the Roudhloff brothers’ "melophonic 
guitar",3 but nonetheless, this is an extraordinary fea-
ture in a Spanish guitar. 
and there is more. While the Roudhloff’s design may 
have served as an inspiration, Carracedo’s version of it 
differs quite a bit. The junction of the two main bars 
lies closer to the sound hole and their ends reach less 
high. at the crossing of the bars, instead of a small 
piece of linen securing the junction, a flat area is 
arranged, which welcomes the end of a sound post... 
come again?
The other end of said sound post sits tightly on the 
central traverse bar of the back, which is located exactly 
beneath the top braces crossing. This end is u-shaped 
and sits on the bar like a rider on horseback.
Two revolutionary concepts in one. and again, there is 
more. While I completed the repair work I had to do, 
curiosity got the best of me. In general, I very much 
favour design and proportions over technical details – 
but the attraction of Carracedo's proposition is too 
big to look away. So I took the sound post out. 
and there was the next surprise: although there is no 
way that the functionality of the sound post in a vio-
lin could be transposed one-to-one to the guitar, in 
this particular case the device works in a surprisingly 
similar way. 
With no string tension, the post comes out easily. 
and without the post, the soundboard literally caves 
in, even without string tension. The difference in 
height of the soundboard when comparing its high-
est point with the body’s edges on the same transver-
sal axis is about 3 mm. 

although I can only speculate about whether or not 

this was exactly what Carracedo intended, to some 
degree the effect must be intentional. My impression 
is that while the instrument was conceived to have a 
vaulted soundboard, the bracing of the soundboard 
was glued on a totally flat resting surface. Those 3 mm 
of difference between the natural position and the 
forced position with the sound post in place is what 
makes the guitar playable – and sound as it does.

a sound which is best described as spectacular. It is 
not the most refined instrument; some historical and 
some contemporary guitars have a richness of timber 
and polyphonic clarity that is slightly superior. But 
an instrument that has tremendous volume, strong 
presence and projection, and yet is not too lacking in 
that richness and clarity... that is truly extraordinary. 
Where most guitars primarily described as “loud” tend 
to lapse into vulgarity, this one does not. Certainly a 
precursor instrument in its day, seeing eye to eye with 
Torres’ guitars of the same period. 

Of course, one instrument alone – and even a very 
special one – can by no means be considered equiv-
alent to the whole output of a long career. This is 
where the comparison with Torres has its limitations. 
But still, a guitar this special must raise questions. 
and it certainly imposes the idea on us that there 
must be more to its maker than we did knew. Which, 
in fact, is not saying much. Because let us face it: we 
knew nothing.

2. Paper trail, part one: secondary literature 
and world wide web

 The name was new to me. and even Google 
has little to offer on this auspicious maker. While the 
auction sale in 2015 of another guitar, this one from 
1865, left a modest digital trail, a bandurrias from 
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n Two x-rays of the guitar made by antonio Carracedo, Madrid 1860 
[fig.1-5]. The one above shows the characteristic x-bracing, which 
is added an additional brace starting at the junction of the x and 
covering the junction of the soundboard’s book-matched halves. The 
one on the right reveals the guitar’s sound post – or, as it is called 
in French, its “soul” (“âme”). Just as in bowed string instruments, 
the sound post is not glued, but held in place by the pressure that 
acts on it. On one side it is u-shaped to hold in place on the back 
brace, on the other side a small metal rod helps to secure its position. 

Private archive E. P. Hofmann. 

Fig.6

Fig.7



1871 (cf. p. 22) only popped up thanks to a music 
video on YouTube.4 also, a small picture of a guitar 
allegedly built by antonio Carracedo in 1865 is to 
be found on the web site of a seller of antique guitars 
based in the United States.5 Notably, it is said to be fit-
ted “Lacotte [sic] type tuners”, which, from the look 
of the head, is likely to be true. also, in the catalogue 
of the musical instruments dealer Bernabé Caraffa 
Gran Almacen de Musica e Instrumentos Musicos from 
1857 one can find “extra-superior” guitars which are 
described as bearing “heads with (newly invented) 
internal machines”. Considering that Lacote is listed 
as one of the makers whose products were distributed 
by Caraffa, the reference is clear.

To sum things up, it is fair to say that the world wide 
web has nothing to share about antonio Carracedo, 
other than his name and craft.

The picture does not get much brighter when consult-
ing the various books that relate to the Spanish gui-
tar. While Domingo Prat had the tremendous merit of 
being a forerunner in the field of guitar historiography, 
his Diccionario de Guitarristas is unavoidably incom-
plete. But contrary to the generic dictionaries of musi-
cal instrument makers by René Vannes and Willibald 
Leo Freiherr von Lütgendorff, Prat at least offers an 
entry on one Carracedo: 

“Carradeco (Hijo) - Acreditado artífice constructor 
de guitarras; radicado en Madrid, donde tenia esta-
blecido su taller, durante el año 1860. El concertista 
Tomás Damas en so Método recuerda con gran enco-
mio al guitarrero Carracedo.” 6

(“Carradeco (son) - noted guitar maker; he lived 
in Madrid where he had set up his workshop in 
the year 1860. In his tutorial for the instrument, 
Konzertist Tomás Damas mentions the guitar 
maker Carracedo with great praise.”)

although this is little to go on, there at least three 
items of information here which are noteworthy:

1) While Carracedo’s identity remains shady, he is 
identified as another maker's son (yet, there is no 
entry on the father).
2) The year 1860, again. 
3) a link to a notable player: Tomás Damas.

If there is one publication likely to teach us more, 
it is The Vihuela de Mano and The Spanish Guitar by 
José Luis Romanillos Vega and Marrian Harris Win-
spear. To this day, it is the most serious effort of an 
encyclopedia of guitar makers for any given territory 
over a long period of time. But despite the author's 
endeavour and tremendous knowledge of the sub-
ject, antonio Carracedo is missing. a fact which 
alone says a lot about the depth of the pit of oblivion 
into which he fell.

Still, Romanillos’ and Winspear’s encyclopedia fea-
tures an entry on Enrique Carracedo that provides 
some informations:

“Carracedo, Enrique. Details of the label in 
a guitar. Private collection, Spain: 

Enrique Carracedo
Calle de Montero N°22
Madrid año 1845” 7

Whether or not Enrique Carracedo was indeed anto-
nio's father I can not ascertain at this point, but it 
appears most likely.

Surprisingly, in his Torres biography Romanillos 
shares some information on antonio Carracedo, 
which somehow contradicts the idea that his work 
and even existence were totally unknown to him. For 
this is what it says on p. 57 of the edition in English:
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n Back and front views of a guitar made by 
antonio Carracedo, Madrid 1865. although 
the model is quite different from that of the 
guitar of 1860 [fig.1-7], one can easily make 
out that it comes from the same hand. It is 
a more charming guitar, but also a bit more 
conventional in appearance, especially because 
of the head design that hints at the work of 
antonio de Torres. Unfortunately, the wherea-
bouts of this instrument since its sale by pub-
lic auction on 17 June 2015 are unknown, 
which is why I was not able to ascertain if it 
x-braced and/or fitted a sound post, or not. 
Courtesy of Balclis online on auctionet.com.   

Fig.8 Fig.9



“[...] The antonio Carracedo guitars of that period 
were already following the modern version of the 
instrument; that is, wider in the lower bout, fan 
strutted, and with a raised fingerboard and mod-
ern bridge.”

Other books on the Spanish guitar at least mention 
antonio Carracedo. In The Art and Craft of Making 
Classical Guitars the author and guitar maker Manuel 
Rodriguez writes:

“antonio Carracedo. a resident of Madrid, circa 
1860, Carracedo crafted guitars that are com-
mended in Toma’s [sic] Damas’s method.” 8

There are likely to be other mentions of Carracedo in 
other books, but we get the general idea: while a few 
specialists have bumped over the name and relate it, 
no one has solid biographical data to share, nor any 
insight on the man’s work. as for Romanillos speak-
ing of such a specific feature as fan-strutting, I assume 
that he was able to examine at least one of Carrace-
do’s instruments at some point, but maybe just forgot 
about it in between books.

One other book has a different angle on Carracedo 
to offer. and a surprising one that is: the collective 
work Guitares - Chefs-d’œuvre des collections de France  
under the direction of Michel Foussard, which 
presents some of the most prestigious guitars retained 
in French public collections. Carracedo is mentioned 
in an inventory entry:

« Guitare, anonyme, Espagne xviie siècle.
E.2088
Étiquette manuscrite : Compuesta por antonio / 
Carracedo en Madrid / calle del olivar n°45 / 
año 1867»  9

This is followed by a short description, technical data 

and one single observation stating that the “enormous 
ebony bridge may be Carracedo’s work”.

Luckily, the inventory number has remained 
unchanged since, so the instrument is easy to find on 
the Philharmonie de Paris’ website. It is a spectacular 
guitar, which is indeed from the 17th century, but I 
believe rather Italian than Spanish. 
While it is tempting to conclude that it was fitted a 
fake label, putting the label of an unknown maker of 
the 19th century inside a luxurious Italian instrument 
of the 17th century is to heavily downgrade it in terms 
of market value. From a counterfeiter’s point of view, 
it makes no sense. In addition to that, the instru-
ment has a rose, which limits access to its inside.

and then, there is this strange choice of words: 
“compuesta por” – which, literally, means “composed 
by”. While this suggests that the instrument could 
be Carracedo’s œuvre, there is another possible inter-
pretation: “composed” in this case maybe should be 
understood as a synonym for “assembled” or “reas-
sembled”, in reference to an extensive repair job. The 
context of such a repair job would also explain how 
Carracedo could apply his label inside the instrument, 
for it might well have been open at some point.

Bearing all this in mind, we will now go further down 
the paper trail. as we will see, contemporary papers 
were quite loquacious on Carracedo.
 
 
3. Paper trail, part two: period papers

 The first newspaper articles to mention anto-
nio Carracedo or, at least, a guitar-making member of 
the Carracedo family, are Madrid papers in the year 
1847. The first one in the chronology provides us 
precious information, but also raises new questions. 
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n Front view of an anonymous baroque 
guitar, probably Italy, mid-17th century. 
This instrument belonged to the Queen of 
Spain and in 1934, after a couple of succes-
sive donations, found its way into the col-
lection of musical instruments of the Paris 
Conservatory. a collection which has since 
evolved into the Musical Instruments Mu-
seum of the Paris Philharmonic. Musée de la 
musique - Philharmonie de Paris (E.2088). 

Fig.10



On 11.09.1847, an article in El Heraldo relates news 
concerning the renowned virtuoso Trinidad Huerta:
 

“El célebre guitarrista Huerta nos ruega que anun-
ciarnos a sus amigos, a los aficionados y a los maestros 
de guitarra que D. Gregorio Carracedo, fabricante 
de guitarras en la calle de la Cruz, ha construido dos 
de palo-santo de un metro extraordinario, pudiendo 
asegurar que no las ha visto mas sonoras, y que sus 
excelentes voces reúnen todas las condiciones que exijo 
tan difícil instrumento. Varios aficionados las han 
visto también y han asegurado la misiono, quedando 
muy complacidos de ver tan buenas obras debidas 
a la aplicación y al talento de un artista español.. 
Y para que pueda juzgar el publico en general, el 
señor Huerta en el concierto de despedida que tendrá 
el honor de dar en el liceo antes de su salida para el 
extranjero, tocara en dichas guitarras, que verdade-
ramente merecen el nombre de arpas.”

(“The famous guitarist Huerta wishes to announce 
to his friends, aficionados and fellow guitar teach-
ers that Mr. Gregorio Carracedo, a guitar maker 
on calle de la Cruz, has built two rosewood gui-
tars of extraordinary size, assuring that the public 
has never heard instruments any louder, and that 
their excellent sound still has all the qualities that 
this difficult instrument can have. Several aficio-
nados have also seen them and confirmed all of 
the above, very much pleased to see such good 
work, the fruit of the endeavour and talent of a 
Spanish artist. and so that the general public can 
appreciate this, too, Mr. Huerta on the occasion 
of the farewell concert he will have the honour 
of giving at the high school before his departure 
abroad, will play these guitars, which truly deserve 
the name of harps.”)

The same article appears twice more on the following 
day in the journals El Español and in El Espectador. 

So who is Gregorio Carracedo?
 
While this first article establishes a strong link 
between Huerta and Carracedo, a second, equally 
interesting article appears some 10 weeks later – and 
indirectly answers the question. On 28.11.1847 El 
Eco del comercio (again based in Madrid) publishes 
the following article in the miscellanea section:

“El jueves por la noche tuvimos el gusto de oír tocar la 
guitarra al profesor don Francisco Huerta, cuya habi-
lidad ha sido tan aplaudida en el extranjero, cuyos 
países ha recorrido. [...] Antes de concluir debemos 
manifestar al publico las dos lindásemos guitarras en 
que toco el señor Huerta dicha noche, han sido cons-
truidas con esmerado gusto por don Antonio Carra-
cedo, joven de 16 años, que vive en la calle de la Cruz 
donde tiene su padre el establecimiento; mucho debe-
mos prometernos de la aplicación de este joven, cuyos 
adelantos son cada día mas satisfactorios.”

(“On Thursday night we had the pleasure to 
hear the guitar played by Professor Don Fran-
cisco Huerta, whose talent has been very much 
applauded abroad, as he toured many countries. 
[...] Before we conclude we must draw the pub-
lic’s attention to those two very beautiful guitars 
that Mr. Huerta played that night, and which have 
been built with painstaking effort by Mr. antonio 
Carracedo, a 16-year-old boy who lives on calle de 
la Cruz where his father keeps his shop; we very 
much applaud the dedication of this young man, 
whose daily progress is ever more satisfactory.”)

This is a tremendously informative and important 
account. First, it sets the record straight as far as to 
Carracedo’s identity. antonio and Gregorio are indeed 
one and the same person, as we can conclude from the 
proximity in time and content between both articles. 
While Gregorio and antonio may both be baptismal 
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n Back and front views of a guitar bearing the 
label of José Toribio Campo Castro, Madrid, 
c. 1875. Unfortunately, the whereabouts of 
this instrument since its sale by public auc-
tion on 20 February 2015 are unknown. But 
it was described as “small” in the sale’s item 
description and thus could be an quint or 
children’s guitar (which technically does not 
make much difference). But it was certainly 
not considered as a toy, given that it came in 
an exquisite, hand-crafted coffin case. There 
are several links to Carracedo here: not only 
were Campo (who later in his career acted 
rather as editor and merchant, than as a gui-
tar maker) and him associated at some point 
(see p.18), but also there is some resemblance 
in design with the guitar from 1865, and an-
other one between the pieces of “flaky” rose-
wood used for the backs of this guitar and 
the one by Carracedo from 1860 [cf. fig. 3].

Courtesy of appolium.fr.  

Fig.11 Fig.12



first names, it is also possible that antonio is an artist 
name. We shall get back to that. 
Then, we learn the age of the young maker. and given 
that he was 16 in November 1847, he was born in 
1831. This is a very precious piece of information, 
considering that so far, genealogical researches on 
antonio/Gregorio Carracedo turned out blank.

The indicated business address is intriguing, especially 
since it is said to be his father’s. Remember that Roma-
nillos reports a label from 1845, indicating the address 
calle de Montero n°22 (which is probably the calle de 
la Montera) as being that of Enrique Carracedo – 
in all likelihood antonio’s father. But then, there is 
also the address calle del olivar n°45 stated on anto-
nio’s label from 1847 in the baroque guitar from the 
collection of the Philharmonie de Paris.

a few years later, the directory Repertorio general: 
indice alfabetico de los principales vecinos de Madrid 
of the year 1852 gives yet another address:

“Alvarez Carracedo, D. Gregorio: Cruz, 42”

In the Diario oficial de avisos de Madrid of 29.07.1853, 
Gregorio alvarez Carracedo appears in an enrolment 
list, but there are no informations on his occupation, 
home or relatives.

Roughly a decade later, traces of Gregorio Carracedo 
can be found in the Anuario general del comercio, del 
comercio, de la industria y de la profesiones of the years 
1861 and 1862. In the first one, an entry on p. 9 reads 
as follows:

“Cruz, 42. D. Gregorio Carracedo [filed under the 
category “guitars and bandurrias”]”

So far, all addresses happen to be in proximity to the 
Church of San Sebastian; the same part of town in 

which lived the family of composer Francisco asenjo 
Barbieri, which, as we shall see, may not be incidental.

also, there is an important fact relating to the address 
on calle de la Cruz : there is proof from the years 1789 
and 1793 that a certain Manuel alvarez de Carracedo 
already lived on the very same street. Possibly Grego-
rio/antonio’s grand-father?

But in 1861/62, Carracedo son moves his business to 
another part of town, as the Anuario general del comer-
cio of 1862 reveals on p.185:

“Urosas, 12, Carracedo, constructor de guitarras y 
demás instrumentos. - Jaulas. - Cuerdas y bordones. 
D. Gregorio Carracedo.”

It is also in 1862 that antonio Carracedo pops up in 
the press again, once again associated to Huerta. The 
following highly interesting article was published in 
La Discusión on 17.05.1862:

“Concierto. El concierto que debía dar el 18 del 
actual el célebre guitarrista Sr. Huerta en el salón de 
descanso del Teatro real, se ha trasladado al jueves 22, 
por indisposición de une de las personas que debían 
tomar parte en ei. Tomaran parte en este concierto la 
señorita Albini y los Sres. Caselia, Carrera, Sos, Ber-
donces, Losada, Huerta y otros que se expresarán en el 
programa que se repartirá oportunamente. El profesor 
Huerta tocara en una magnifica guitarra de nuevo 
modelo, de sonidos delicados y buenas cualidades, 
construida por el acreditado D. Antonio Carracedo. 
Entre otras varias piezas, una obertura dedicada a 
su amigo Rossini, y el Bolero compuesto por Huerta y 
dedicado a Lola Mentes.”
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by Josiah Henshall and published by Edward Stanford, London, 
c.1855. The yellow lines mark those addresses pertinent to antonio 
Carracedo’s business activity (cf. p.18). Private collection Hofmann.
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(“Concert. The concert that the famous guitarist 
Mr. Huerta was about to give on the 18th of this 
month in the lounge of the Royal Theatre has been 
moved to Thursday the 22nd, due to the indisposi-
tion of one of the persons who were to take part in 
it. Miss albini and Messrs. Caselia, Carrera, Sos, 
Berdonces, Losada, Huerta and others will take 
part in this concert and perform a programme 
which shall be distributed in due course. Professor 
Huerta will play on a magnificent guitar of a new 
model, featuring an exquisite sound and some 
fine qualities, built by the reputable Mr. antonio 
Carracedo. among several other pieces, there shall 
be an overture dedicated to his friend Rossini, and 
a Bolero composed by Huerta and dedicated to 
Lola Mentes.”)

Surprisingly, the same year an announcement under 
the headline “A los Bandurristas” introduces the joint 
business of Campo, Carracedo & Melendez; it was 
published in La Iberia on 14.05.1862 and indicates 
calle de Toledo as being their business address.

Which leaves us with the following known business 
addresses for Carracedo: 

1845 C / de Montero n°22 Enrique & antonio
1847  C / de la Cruz  Enrique & Gregorio
1852 C / de la Cruz n°42 Gregorio 
1861  C / de la Cruz n°42 Gregorio
1862  C / de las Urosas n°12 Gregorio
1862  C / de Toledo  Campo, Carracedo &  
     Melendez
1865 C / de las Urosas n°12 antonio
1867 C / del Olivar n°45 antonio

The names indicated above are those given in the 
corresponding period sources. Keep in mind that 
Gregorio and antonio are one and the same person. 
In 1867, Carracedo son comes first in a short list 

of guitar makers indicated by Tomás Damas in the 
foreword of his guitar tutorial Método completo y pro-
gresivo de guitarra  [fig.14], followed by the names 
Gonzalez, Campos, Llorente, Torres and y Royo. The 
guitar depicted in the portrait of the author could 
well be one made by Carracedo. The body outline, 
shape of the head and dot pattern around the sound 
hole seem to match (whatever little) is known of his 
work. a hypothesis which is strengthened by the fact 
that Damas puts him in first position. 

There is one other 19th-century reference, unrelated 
to guitar-making, which very possibly has no bear-
ing on ‘our’ antonio given that he would have been 
over 40 years old at the time. But it is the only docu-
ment known so far indicating that antonio might 
have had a son; it is an article published in La Iberia 
on 15.04.1873:

“Hace pocos días pudo ocurrir un grave conflicto 
en el vecino pueblo del pardo, con motivo de una 
disputa que en la plaza de dicho punto se suscito 
entre un joven vecino del mismo y el celador del 
monte. Parece, según hemos oído, que disputando 
dichos individuos, uno de los contendientes ame-
nazo o dio un bofetón al otro, lo cual hizo que se 
agriara la cuestión hasta el punto de resultar herido 
el celador de arma blanca, y el joven de revólver, 
pero ambos de gravedad. El teniente de la Guardia 
civil don Luis pulgar acudió inmediatamente con 
algunos guardias, y gracias a las acertaríamos medi-
das adoptadas por dicho militar, el lance no tomo 
mayores proporciones, pues en tanto que el adminis-
trador del Sitio pretendía que el celador del monte, 
republicano federal, fuera trasladado a su casa, y el 
vecino herido, Antonio Carracedo, fuese a la cárcel, 
el vecindario del pueblo se oponía a ello, faltando 
poco para que el tumulto tomara serias proporcio-
nes, evitándose, como hemos dicho, el conflicto por 
la intervención del teniente de la Guardia. El Juz-
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Fig.14

n Title page of the guitar tutorial Método completo y progresivo de guitarra by Tomás Damas, 
published by Eslava, Madrid 1867. It features what may well be a portrait of the author 
with a guitar by antonio Carracedo. Biblioteca Nacional de España, Madrid (M_1309).



gado de primera instancia del distrito instruye la 
correspondiente causa.”

(“a few days ago, a serious conflict occurred in 
the town sector next to the Pardo, as a dispute 
arose on the district’s town square between a 
local youth and a mounted guard. From what 
we have heard, it seems that during the dis-
pute between these two people, one of the con-
tenders threatened or slapped the other, which 
turned the matter sour to the point of the guard 
being wounded with a knife, and the young man 
from a gun shot, both seriously. The lieutenant 
of the Civil Guard, Don Luis Pulgar, rapidly 
intervened with some policemen and thanks to 
the astute measures adopted by said soldier, the 
worst could be avoided, for the district adminis-
trator since stated that the mounted policeman, 
a federal republican, was transferred to his house, 
and the injured local, antonio Carracedo, went 
to jail, despite of the town community’s opposi-
tion, missing little for the tumult to take serious 
proportions, avoiding, as we have said, the con-
flict for the intervention of the Lieutenant of the 
Guard. The district court of first instance now 
investigates the matter.”)

In any event, Carracedo is still active in 1874 and 
exhibits his work at the National Exposition in 
Madrid. On the occasion, he is even rewarded a medal 
of honour for a bandurrias (as relates the Gaceta de los 
Caminos de Hierro on 17.05.1874). The same year, 
Francesco Gonzalez is awarded a bronze medal for his 
guitars and bandurrias.
The latest indication for Carracedo still being active 
dates from 1876. In Memoria presentada por la Escuela 
de Música y Declamación en la Exposición internacional 
de Filadelfia his name appears in a short list of active 
guitar makers, together with Gonzalez and Campo 
(cf. p.18).

and in the early 20th century, Carracedo was not yet 
forgotten. In an article on guitar-makers in Spain 
titled “Las Guitarras” and published in the magazine 
Alrededor del Mundo on 12.12.1901, one can read 
the following:

“Los que las perfeccionaron y construyéndolas se 
hicieron famosos, especialmente fueron Antonio 
Torres, Julian Llórente, D. Antonio Carracedo y el 
sevillano Cárdenas; y anteriormente, el hermano de 
Pages, Josef, que se estableció en la Habana y alcanzó 
hasta el año 40.”

(“among those who perfected and built [guitars], 
those who became most famous were antonio 
Torres, Julian Llórente, D. antonio Carracedo 
and the Sevillian Cárdenas; and, previously, Pages’ 
brother Josef, who settled in La Havana and lived 
until the 40s.”)

Even in between the world wars, he is still remem-
bered by his compatriots, as does demonstrate an 
article titled “El Guitarrero” [fig.15] published in the 
journal El Liberal on 23.01.1930:

“Y llegamos a la edad de oro de la guitarra: al sigle 
IXI. En él florecen los ilustres guitarreros Francisco 
Ortega, de Grenada ; Antonio Torres, de Almeria ; 
José Jimenez, de Madrid ; Carracedo, Zoryano, 
Vicente Arias... [...].”

(“and thus we reach the golden age of the guitar: 
the 19th century. at that time, some famous guitar 
makers prospered, like Francisco Ortega from Gre-
nada; antonio Torres from almeria; José Jimenez 
from Madrid; Carracedo, Zoryano, Vicente arias... 
[...]”)

Considering all this, one has to wonder: whatever 
happened to antonio Carracedo since?
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Fig.15

n an excerpt from the jour-
nal El Liberal (issue of 
23.01.1930), featuring the 
article “El Guitarrero” by 
Pedro Massa. Biblioteca 
Nacional de España, Madrid.



although this is quite a long and detailed paper trail 
for a complete unknown, it lacks first-hand informa-
tions of the kind that baptismal records (for exam-
ple) would provide. Still, all of the above informa-
tions above are valuable and can be summed up in a 
few points:

u Carracedo was well-known and highly esteemed 
by his contemporaries, sometimes quoted in one 
breath together with Torres, Gonzalez and other 
highly-esteemed makers.

u He had the favours of two of the most eminent 
protagonists of the guitar in Spain during post-
romanticism: Trinidad Huerta and Tomás Damas.

u He was born in 1830, active under his own 
name at the age of 16 and still in business at the 
age of 45. 

u His complete baptismal name was probably 
Gregorio alvarez Carracedo, antonio an artist 
name (possibly in reference to antonio Stradivar-
ius?). If this is the case, in hindsight this appears 
as an unfortunate choice, given that his fall into 
oblivion happened in the shadow of yet another 
antonio (de Torres).

u While his father Enrique appears to have been a 
guitar-maker – and a widely forgotten one, too – 
antonio is probably the only one of his genera-
tion. This is suggested by the repeated occurrence 
of “Gregorio” in more official references (like 
business address books), and that of “antonio” in 
some articles and on guitar labels. also, the fact 
that Damas in particular speaks of Carracedo 
“son” suggests that Gregorio and antonio are one 
and the same person. as does the fact that there is 
not one single instrument known so far with the 
name Gregorio Carracedo in it.

4. An Apology Letter to Barbieri

 The National Library of Spain hosts a short 
letter by antonio Carracedo [fig.16-17], written 
on 14.04.1870, which is addressed to the composer 
Francisco asenjo Barbieri (1823-1894), who, too, 
lived close to the Church of San Sebastian, as men-
tioned above. 
It is basically an apology letter, aiming to explain why 
Carracedo has not been able to deliver a bandurrias 
ordered by Barbieri on time. It is interesting on mul-
tiple counts, for it contains information not only on 
the craftman’s family situation, but also on his state 
of mind. The recent loss of his wife is forwarded by 
him as main reason for the unforeseen delay; while 
he expresses his sadness, his state of mind seems to 
be troubled not only by the loss of his spouse. He 
also mentions “many expenses due to her illness” and 
in more general terms even expresses the idea of his 
being dogged by bad luck, despite his best efforts. an 
idea that many guitar makers, including Torres, have 
expressed at some point.
To learn that he was married and learn the year of 
his wife’s death (and implicitly her place of death, 
too, because the idea of a prolonged illness hints at 
her dying at home) are precious informations. These 
should be helpful in finding more informations on 
Carracedo and his family.
Interestingly, the bandurrias from 1871 mentioned 
earlier appears to be the one made for Barbieri; it is 
still in the composer’s family today.10

 
 
5. Bridge over troubled water

 as mentioned earlier, a rectangular bridge fea-
turing Martin-like diamond-shaped ends is a highly 
uncommon feature in a Spanish guitar, especially 
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Fig.16

Fig.17

n a letter from antonio Car-
racedo to his customer, 
the composer Francisco 
asenjo Barbieri. Biblioteca 
Nacional de España, Madrid 
(RDFI_20230116_00328). 
Background: excerpt of a en-
graved portrait of Barbieri by 
Joaquín Diéguez Diaz, Spain 
1894 (source: Wikipedia.org).



mid-century. When I repaired this guitar, the ques-
tion came up whether or not to change this bridge, 
given that it could so easily be dismissed as being 
non-original. Too easily, maybe...
as a restorer, when a problem of this kind comes up, 
you have to ask yourself two questions:

1) am I the right person to ascertain the original-
ity of a given artefact and all its parts?
2) If I dismiss a part for being non-original, is 
there a historically correct model to be found, and 
am I capable of reproducing it in such way that it 
will perfectly blend in with the ensemble? When 
the answer to at least one of these questions is no, 
the best course of action is: no action.

In this particular case, I was in doubt concerning 
the bridge from the start – and I still am. as far as 
the context goes in which this guitar was built, it is 
an untypical, not to say unlikely feature. But then, 
remember that it is fitted on a guitar with x-bracing 
and a sound post! It does not get more unlikely than 
that. also, the work is fine, the base of the bridge 
is nicely arched and there is no trace on the sound-
board to reveal the presence of another type of bridge 
(this last argument is admittedly a weak one, because 
another bridge would probably have been smaller, 
and its mark on the soundboard totally covered by 
the new one).

Then, there is the fact that the other guitar from 
1865 – the one that was sold by public auction in 2015 
[fig. 8-9] – has a square bridge of similar proportions, 
although without the diamond-shaped ends.

Considering that my answer to both of the above ques-
tions had to be “no”, I left things in their current state. 
But something rubbed me the wrong way. 
When I worked on this guitar in spring 2022, our 
new book The Renewed Guitar 11 had come out a few 

months prior. after five years of work, the final version 
that went to print featured two pictures of Trinidad 
Huerta: one etched portrait of him as a young man, 
and one much later photograph [fig.18]. While it was 
quite exhilarating to try to identify a good number of 
the guitars depicted in c. 560 historical images, this 
one had caused me some headache. Señor Huerta is 
holding a very distinctive guitar that is likely to be of 
Spanish make, but didn’t look like anything I had yet 
encountered.

So, to keep a (for me) painful moment short: Huerta’s 
guitar is most likely to be one made by Carracedo, and 
the bridge is again a square one with diamond-shaped 
ends. Which, for obvious reasons, I felt compelled to 
identify as being “non-original”. But although this 
may still be right, it turns out being a much bolder 
assertion than I thought at the time. To my excuse: 
there are visible traces of a repairman’s intervention 
around the bridge in question [cf. fig.18].

among other possible scenarios, there are these:

u Both bridges on both guitars are the original 
ones (although beyond their shared features of 
being square and having similar ends, they are 
quite different).
u The bridge on Huerta’s guitar was changed. 
Considering that Huerta travelled the world, it 
is not impossible that it was changed by a crafts-
man familiar with C. F. Martin’s work (and that 
of a good number of other american makers) and 
naturally proposed this type of bridge. 

Now, in a second stroke, a former repairman of the 
guitar from 1860 might have been aware about 
the connection between Huerta and Carracedo 
and the former’s photographic portrait. For that, 
he simply would have had to know the book A. T. 
Huerta Life and Works 12 by Robert Coldwell and 
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Fig.18

This portrait shows a guitar which could very well be one of the early works of 
antonio Carracedo. Bibliothèque nationale de France, Paris (btv1b53100936t).

n Photographic portrait of 
Trinidad Huerta (1800-
1874) by Félix Tournachon 
(alias Nadar, 1820-1910), 
Paris, probably 1859 or 1860. 



Javier Suárez-Pajares, which came out in 2006. He 
could have taken as a model the guitar in the picture, 
assuming quite rightly that it was probably an instru-
ment made by Carracedo, and manufacture a new 
square bridge. a bold move, technically well done... 
but – just as my dismissive remark –, maybe a tad 
overhasty?

Here’s my personal take on the matter, now that I 
have had some time to reflect on it: I think that nei-
ther of these bridges is an original one. It seems more 
likely that the originals would have looked like that of 
the guitar sold by public auction in 2015 [fig. 8]. But 
as expressed earlier, I am still in doubt on the matter 
and hope that the future will bring more informa-
tions to light.

Conclusion

 I hope that this paper shows how a highly rel-
evant member of one particular craft can be totally 
forgotten by posterity; and I hope this makes a strong 
case in favour of Gregorio, alias antonio, Carracedo. 
Clearly, the work of Torres’ contemporaries and espe-
cially those of the master’s first epoch, have been kept 
very much in the shadow, first by researchers, then by 
dealers, and lastly by players and collectors. Some of 
their names come up in the documents above. 

For the time being, we lack many personal informa-
tions on antonio Carracedo, which I hope will be 
gathered in the future. a birth certificate, baptismal 
record or death certificate would be primordial sources, 
especially since the whole Madrid branch of the Car-
racedo family is rather enigmatic. So far, genealogical 
researches came up with virtually nothing.
Through his work alone and some of the biographical 
details revealed above, one can sense a strong charac-

ter. If my idea of antonio being a “nom de plume” is 
right, then that alone would testify to a highly confi-
dent young man; one who knows his worth. Just con-
sider that Gregorio would have used this artist name 
at the age of 16! 
and then, there is the stunningly bold concept of the 
guitar from 1860 (which is certainly not the only one 
of its kind) and the high esteem in which his work 
was held by his contemporaries. 

It is about time to drag antonio Carracedo out of 
another antonio’s shadow.
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